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“The most successful and brilliant work a lighting designer does is usually the least noticeable” 
  - Jean Rosenthal, The Magic of Light,  p. 3 
 
Section 1: Introduction 
 
 Lighting design has not been long a part of the standard technical theatre world. It began 
in earnest with Stanley McCandless' book on lighting, A Method of Lighting the Stage, published 
originally in 1932.  Giant technological strides have opened up vast new worlds for designers to 
explore since that time.  Even with the evolution of lighting design its essence still lies with the 
relationship between the author of the script and the designer and the director's interpretation of 
the author's words.  McCandless recognized this even in the infancy of lighting stating:  “The 
fundamental lighting of a production is outlined by the playwright's manuscript.  The indications 
of place and time of day … are unconsciously or consciously dictated by  the playwright.”1  
Lighting design has a great responsibility within a modern production and the things it can do for 
a production have changed dramatically from McCandless' day, but as he pointed out, the 
author's words still determine the lighting process.  Lighting can among other things, control 
focus, set mood, establish locations and time of day.  Lighting can be both abstract and realistic 
in the exact same moment.  The essence of lighting design can be isolated within four things: 
angle, intensity, color and movement. 
 Angle, the relationship between the location of the light and the object it is lighting, can 
selectively emphasize different actors or sections of scenery while de-emphasizing others.  It 
allows the designer with intensity to control exactly what the audience sees.   Color and intensity 
are inexorably tied since to see color in light the light must be on.  Color media influences the 
amount of light that can be transmitted by any fixture, and how visible that light is to an audience 
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member.  Intensity functions much the same as color in that it affects the overall visibility of 
light.  Color and intensity can also be used as factors of isolation separately from angle.  Any 
individual that is of a different overall color or brightness will gain prominence within the scene 
in general.  Movement in lighting can be achieved in one of two manners: through moving, or 
intelligent, lighting or through cue structure.  Intelligent lighting allows the designer the ability to 
physically have light move through the stage space.  Cuing allows the designer the ability to 
change the intensities of lighting dynamically through the course of the show generating 
movement from changing intensities of lights in different locations around the stage.  Ideally the 
lighting designer will use techniques to enhance the overall focus created by the director within 
scenes in order to help tell the story that is desired by the director. 
 The first meeting that a designer has with any project should be with the script for the 
show itself.  In that script the author gets a chance to influence the thoughts of the designer 
through both the dialogue of the show itself as well as through stage directions.  The final 
product that is put on stage is the result of the combination of the director's vision, supposing that 
he or she has one, combined with the designer's ideas - ones that ideally are a blending of the text 
and the director's own vision.  This paper will strive to analyze the possible visual implications 
of stage directions.  This paper is intended to provide a model for the research that a lighting 
designer does in preparation of a design for a show.2  The execution of my own design for Little 
Shop of Horrors is also a significant portion of this project and the images and appendices 
relating to that portion of the project provide one example of a much deeper investigation of the 
lighting design process. 
 The primary forms of research for this project are resources from a series of past 
productions of Little Shop of Horrors.  For the project I contacted a number of theatres asking for 
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contact information for the lighting designers from their production.  I tried to find theatres of 
similar size with similar resources to the production that the William and Mary Theatre put on, in 
terms of lighting.  From the designers I asked for their lighting plot, photographs from the 
productions, and any other surviving paperwork that they might have.  I ended up with five other 
lighting plots excluding my own work on the show, however one was lacking sufficient 
photographic evidence for analysis and the other did not have enough equipment to make it 
comparable.  The resulting four complete plots, paperwork, and photographs (including my own 
work) serve as the basis for comparisons and analysis in this project.  
 Light cannot be touched, you cannot save it for future reference like you might a prop or 
piece of scenery.  The durable recording of live theatrical events can be very difficult.  In most 
cases video recordings of productions are prohibited by either cost or contractual restrictions, so 
the most common recording of the final visual product on stage is in photographs.  However, 
photos can readily be “touched-up” or edited by even the most simple digital photography 
programs.  Also it is common practice to hold a “photo call” for a show, which could allow 
directors or designers to modify their work just for the photos.  Still, photography remains the 
best method that theatrical practitioners have of preserving durable evidence of their work as it 
stood in production.  It is still the standard. 
 Where scenic designers have sketches, renderings, and models to go with their drafting 
work, the “lighting plot” for the lighting designer is the major piece of paperwork that allows 
others to have a visual representation of his or her choices.  The lighting plot is constructed to 
show the location and color of lighting instruments within the stage space.  It also provides other 
information to electricians about how lights should be controlled and hung but that is 
insignificant to this project.  The combination of plots, which show angle and color choices, and 
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photos, which can give a plausible representation of intensity usage at points in the show, makes 
it possible for a deep analysis of how designers sculpt the actor and construct lighting looks on 
stage.  Lighting however is not static.  The cue structure of a show can help to impart movement 
to the show, but since video recordings are essentially out of the question the main method of 
recording lighting is with photographs; so the analysis within this project will be based off of 
static looks presented in photographs rather than cuing structure and movement.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
 Howard Ashman and Alan Menken's Little Shop of Horrors presents three distinct 
locations: an alleyway, a flower shop, and a dentist's office.  In the course of action of the show 
we see a dramatic change in the shop with prosperity of the shop growing throughout the show 
until its eventual demise.  The overall time span of the show is not specified within the text, but a 
series of days and nights are presented along with some significant gaps in time.  In terms of 
lighting this provides some options with how the environment changes through those time lapses 
along with the differences in time of day throughout the show. 
 For this project we will consider four moments from the show all paired with strong stage 
directions or activities to follow them.   The first of these moments is an examination of the song 
Closed for Renovations and examines the relationship of animation and lighting.  The second is a 
comparison of a moment in Closed for Renovations and the ending of the song Downtown as an 
examination of any changes within the lighting of the shop with the economic changes that 
happen between the two moments.  The third is an analysis of the song Get It and the 
expectations that a particular musical style places on a song as well as the visual representation 
of one character's influences on the stage picture.  The final moment is an analysis of Audrey's 
death and feeding to the plant, Audrey 2, to look at specific stage directions regarding operatic 
style and scale and their portrayal on the musical theatre stage.  These moments provide strong 
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stage directions that could have visual implications to designers.  This paper will try to establish 
possible visual interpretations of those stage directions and then analyze photographs from the 
productions for the implementation of the interpretations. 
 
Section 2: Closed for Renovations 
 
 “Seymour descends the ladder and during the rest of the number, he, Audrey, and 
Mushnik complete the transformation of the shop ... and all the while, the three of them  are 
singing and dancing like fugitives from Snow White and the Seven Dwarves.  Which  is to say, 
very merrily indeed.”3 
This stage direction between the two verses of the musical number Closed for 
Renovations has significant implications to the director and actors as to how the author expects 
this sequence to be acted and staged, but it also has significant information to the lighting 
designer.  The first implication of this direction to me was a very upbeat and quick tempo to the 
actions happening during the sequence.  Those factors to me pointed to a bright and cheery look 
at first glance in order to help the audience understand the fast paced happenings by not limiting 
the visibility of them through lower intensities or a strong use of shadow. While aimed 
principally at tempo, a closer look at the stage direction could also support significant visual 
imagery provided by the author in the phrase “singing and dancing like fugitives from Snow 
White and the Seven Dwarves.” 
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  Figure 1: Cleaning sequence from Disney's Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs4 
 
 “Closed for Renovations” as the stage directions suggest, is where a great transformation 
happens within the shop depicted through the addition of new scenic elements as well as a 
general cleaning and tidying of the shop.  A similar sequence is seen in Snow White where she 
tidies and cleans the dwarfs' house with the aid of a number of animals.  At this point in the film 
you see a sequence of rapid cleaning of the Dwarfs’ house.  Figure 1 is a sample of this section 
in which you can see a complete lack of any shadowing on the characters in the foreground, 
opposed to some shadowing in the background to add depth.  The image provides a very 
interesting lighting dialogue with very strong colors in the foreground and very muted colors in 
the background.  You can see that the animators dealt with lighting in the background because of 
the shadowing shown within it, but on the characters themselves the same shadowing is not 
present.  The creation of that same look in a theatrical situation is not impossible but difficult in 
most staging situations.  A strong separation between figures and background is created through 
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strong backlight, which will also help to wash out any shadows.  The creation of deep shadows 
in the background would be more problematic. 
 
 
Figure 2: Cornell College’s Closed for Renovations5 
 
Figure 3: William and Mary Theatre’s Closed for Renovations6 
As seen in both of these images significant foregrounding of the actors through a strong use of 
side light and diminishing light on the surroundings further separates them from the background.  
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We see some shadowing in the background with very limited shadows on the people.  The 
background colorations in both of these images are not influenced very strongly by the lighting 
designer.  Figure 3 seems to do a better job foregrounding the characters from the background 
but neither does it as well as the animation.  Both images show fairly neutral color choices on the 
actors themselves and no significant angularity to the images.  Figure 2 is slightly more pink 
while Figure 3 is more amber.    
 
 
Figure 4: Musical Theatre West’s Closed for Renovations7 
 
Figure 58: United Kingdom touring production Closed for Renovations9 
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Figure 4 fits in directly with the two previous images in that it also has very little coloration or 
angularity shown within the image.  It has more pink in the composition overall as well and has 
slightly stronger backlight influence than the other two images.  Figure 5 maintains fairly neutral 
coloration on the actors, but has significant angularity in both light from behind the actors 
through the window and strong light coming from in front and to the right of the actors as seen in 
the shadows on the left hand side of Audrey’s neck.  
 The photographic evaluation of Figures 2 through 5 points to an overall look that holds 
some of the same ideas presented in the look of the animation cells.  This similarity might also 
stem from the fact that Snow White had a “relatively naturalistic look and employs some 
characters based on human models…[but still was] an example of an ‘abstract’ work…”10.  It 
may seem completely out of place to mark Snow White as an abstract work, but in the terms of 
modern computer animation and its ability to portray very real situations it becomes an assertion 
that makes more sense to the reader.  Little Shop is a show centered on a more or less realistic set 
of characters and locations that are then drawn further and further away from realism as the show 
progresses. Figures 2 through 4 are to me wholly rooted in the realism of the situation.  Figure 2 
and 3 prominently have a clock within the image providing time of day to the viewer, and 
serving as an important plot device since during the song a full work day progresses.  The 
difference in the overall coloration within those pictures could be attributed to that difference 
since the later in the day would be thought to be more amber to go along with the approaching 
sunset.  Figures 2 and 4 share great overall similarities in terms of lighting, as both share the 
same lack of overall angularity with some strong backlight.  They both have similar overall mild 
pink quality to the lighting.  Looking back at the lighting plots we can find the exact choices 
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made that lead to these looks. 
 The accompanying lighting plots to the pictures corroborate the analysis that I have 
already presented.  My own plot lacks any pink from the front or sides, which would be why 
there is no overall pink look to the image (see Appendix A).  Appendix B, the plot from Musical 
Theatre West’s production shows a primary frontal color of Roscolux 333, a light pink, which 
would provide the pink tint shown in the image.  The UK Touring plot (Appendix C) has 
matching lights in front of and behind the stage space at about forty-five degree angles in a very 
pale blue which is shown strongly in Figure 5, specifically on the left hand side of the female 
actor’s face.  The looks created in the images seem to bear some resemblance to the visual idea 
of Snow White in their use of foregrounding and shadow control.  They also have relatively 
neutral coloring similar to the image from Snow White.  However as depicted specifically in 
Figure 5, liberties can be taken by the designer if they match the director’s vision that vary from 
the stage directions. 
 Closed for Renovations also is a song about transformation that happens about a third of 
the way through the first act, and being such, it provides the lighting designer with an 
opportunity to show that change, in addition to the scenic changes that happen during the song.  
The cleaning and expansion that they go through in the shop comes from the growing prosperity 
that the plant, Audrey 2, brings to the shop.  For my production work the decision was made that 
the “renovations” were also a renovation of the lighting in the shop with the change from the 
idea of overhead fluorescent source to multiple localized incandescent work lights.  My 
conceptual vision of Mushnik’s Skid Row Florists was one where happiness couldn’t exist, and 
that it is a place that would not be viable without Audrey 2.   
The above analysis is an after of a before-and-after look at the interior of the shop.  The 
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ending of the song Downtown at the very beginning of the show is a clear example of a similar 
time of day before the changes that occur in Closed for Renovations.  The shop at the beginning 
of the show is described in stage directions as “[w]hat few flowers are in evidence are on their 
last legs - wilted, faded and decaying…”11.  These stage directions provide very little for the 
lighting designer but do serve to establish the overall economic situation that the shop finds itself 
in at the beginning of the show.   
 The simplest way of seeing if the designers chose to have a significant color change 
within the shop is if specific lights are hung to illuminate just within the shop, or if the shop is lit 
with the same equipment as the exteriors.  Inherent within this choice is how the scenic designer 
defines the spaces and if it allows the lighting designer the opportunity to create a separate look 
within the shop.  Different lighting instruments render color differently.  Older fixtures typically 
result in a “warmer” light, or a lower color temperature, which is more yellow while newer lights 
are “cooler” with a higher color temperature and are more blue. Two plots from my research 
have specifically notated separate lighting equipment dedicated to the shop away from other 
areas.  Jean-Yves Tessier’s design at Musical Theatre West has separate lighting equipment for 
the shop, a choice that I also made in my design.  For my own design I had two sets of lights 
hung for the shop areas with different colors so that I could have more variety.  It also was a 
specific design choice that I made in order to address the changes in the shop during Closed for 
Renovations.   
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Figure 6: WMT’s Shop interior after the end of Downtown 
 
Figure 6 is an example of the shop interior shortly after the end of the song Downtown.  In 
comparison to Figure 3, some of the same colors are present but it has a very different overall 
feeling.  Figure 6 has a stronger angularity and has a hint of green from the right side.  Overall 
Figure 6 is more amber than Figure 3 and the look is almost harsher on the actors than was 
Figure 3.  Photographs were not available to me from the Musical Theatre West production from 
this sequence, and the other two designs are insignificant to this point since they did not use 
separate equipment to light the shop.  Without the additional equipment the amount of change 
that could happen is much less than it is with separate equipment.  The UK touring plot, 
however, uses extensive intelligent lighting that would allow the designer to make differing 
looks without additional equipment. 
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Figure 7: UK Tour sample shop interior 
In spite of this capability, the looks that I was able to find that depict the interior of the shop do 
not provide any significant differences in those looks.  An average of these is provided in Figure 
7, and it does not show a significant difference in coloration or angle choice than Figure 5.  The 
look in Figure 5 is strongly influenced by the window directly behind the actors and if you look 
not at the light motivated by that window then the overall look, mood, and feeling created from 
the image is similar (specifically looking at the coloration and angularity of the faces of the 
actors within both images). 
 From the images and plots that I have found, the other designers in their individual 
productions both use and disregard the stage directions within these two moments.  The overall 
structures of the looks are not significantly different from what would be expected simply 
through time of day and knowing that the show was a musical.  With these stage directions I 
believe that in spite of their strong visual connotations, the shows examined did not truly 
incorporate these stage directions into the designs.  With my own design I did not try to 
implement the idea of animation, but instead of that I tried to specifically tell the story of the 
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economic change within the shop through lighting.   
 
Section 3: Get It 
 
“Meanwhile, lights focus on Seymour on the window seat, framed against a fiery red 
sunset, musically pondering the plant’s suggestions…”12 
 
 Shortly after Closed for Renovations Seymour and the audience find out that Audrey 2 
can speak, and can be quite persuasive even with the most ridiculous of arguments.  Get It details 
the beginning of a significant plot shift moving away from the fairly lighthearted story that had 
been presented up to this point.  The morbid turn of events proposed by the now talking plant 
provides a classical dilemma to Seymour in the exchange of illegal action for wealth, fame, or 
power.  For me the song marked the beginning of the plant exerting its power over the entire 
direction of the show.  It was the turning point of the entire show and the single moment that 
causes the rest of the plot to happen the way it is written.  The song takes four basic sections: the 
opening where the plant presents his argument, a pause where Seymour breaks the scene to 
consider things, Orin and Audrey’s return to the shop, and Seymour’s final consent to the plant.  
The time of day of the song is less specific than much of the preceding show.  Since the last 
textual reference to time there have been two songs and a significant portion of dialogue.  The 
stage directions state that Seymour’s pause during the song takes place against “a fiery red 
sunset.”  Directly following Seymour’s musing the stage directions also state “lights restore.”13  
These two stage directions are not more than 20 seconds apart in the time of the show. 
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Figure 8: WMT’s Get It 
 
Within my own design I made the design choice that the influence of the plant would be visually 
depicted through a growth of red light.  I wanted to try and establish the relationship of Audrey 2 
and the color red for the audience as a thematic choice.  The color association that I tried to 
create would allow the audience to know when the show was moving out of the realism that had 
been established in previous scenes into a world where characters could be tempted to kill others 
and feed them to a hungry plant.  As the plant’s influence grew stronger through the song I 
increased the intensity of the red within the composition.  For the moment described as the 
sunset in stage directions I went in another direction since the look was already red.  I thought of 
the moment as a movement away from the plant’s influence by Seymour to consider.  Figure 8 
shows the strong red highlighting on both the plant and the actor meant to depict the plant’s 
influence over the situation in a choice to move away from realism.   
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Figure 9: MTW’s Get It 
 
 
Figure 10: Cornell College’s Get It 
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Figure 11: UK Tour’s Get It 
 
In looking at the other productions, Figures 10 and 11 show another slight twist on less 
than realistic looks, while Figure 9 seems to be wholly unremarkably different from the basic 
look presented in Figure 4.  Figures 10 and 11 seem to be on the same basic idea with respect to 
the overall separation of this sequence from the reality represented outside of this sequence.  
Figure 10 uses a look that centers on pink instead of red but still creates a significantly different 
mood in the same vein as the red does. It also establishes a strong separation of the two actors 
from the background isolating the current action away from the location of the shop.  The 
strongest single visual choice I would argue is within Figure 11.  The use of a strong blue, 
especially on the plant, is not a color that carries traditional meanings of danger or evil.  It is hard 
to know from just these images why blue was the color choice or what the story was that the 
design was trying to tell. 
 In addition to the stage direction’s indication of sunset as the time setting for the song, the 
music is different from any of the other songs within the show. Although obviously not apparent 
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from the photographs, another strong influence on lighting is the musical style of a number.  
Music can help to set the mood of a sequence as well as dramatically shift the audience’s 
feelings about any moment.  The musical director of our production, Gary Green, stated that it 
was the first R&B style number within the show and the only song within that style.14 
 Starr and Waterman’s book on American popular music tells of the beginnings of the 
genre of rhythm and blues: 
Billboard adopted a new designation [for rhythm and blues] in 1949 for what had 
previously been called ‘race records’…[which] described music performed almost 
exclusively by black artists and produced in the main (at least at first) for sale to African 
American Audiences…R&B, as the genre came to be known, was a loose cluster of 
styles, rooted in southern folk traditions…Another important thread in the tapestry of 
postwar rhythm & blues was vocal harmony groups … this tradition is today sometimes 
called ‘doo-wop’…15 
R&B was an art form that the authors point out began from a tradition of live music.  
Starr and Waterman point to its origins with singers trained in African American churches.  The 
trio of girls is often considered to be somewhat of a ‘doo-wop’ trio.  In my production work 
Christopher Owens, the director of the production, and I had a design discussion choosing to try 
to give the trio a sense of being “on a stage” for their actions (see Appendix G).  This was a 
choice to emphasize the idea of the trio as a stereotypical 1960’s girl group.  This concept choice 
in my mind was something that would be emphasized by a significant amount of movement 
within the lighting, like a concert.  Within the plots examined for this project all of the designs 
used some number of intelligent, or moving lighting units.  These units allow the designer to 
have lights physically move around on the stage.  These lights also allow the designer to change 
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the color of the light on demand.  Within the plots the smallest number was three used by Cornell 
College and the most were 20 with the UK tour production.  The UK tour primary needed the 
large number of moving lights as refocusable specials through the show.  Since the show would 
have to be packed up and moved it was important for there to be as few lighting units as possible, 
and having one intelligent light could replace a large number of individual other single purpose 
lights.  The tradition of R&B also could lead to this idea of a concert feel, but as the stage 
directions dictate, that is not the overall meaning of the song. 
Its isolation in terms of musical style from the rest of the show is also a signifier of the 
importance of the song within the plot of the show.  The upbeat nature of the R&B style in Get It 
specifically could lead lighting designers towards a structure of the song that incorporates a great 
deal of movement through the cue structure to match the rhythm and shifts within the music. 
Whenever music is on the stage the lighting designer is put in an interesting situation.  
Music has strong emotional ties with people and can instantly change the mood of a scene with 
much greater force than any other theatrical convention.  A significant portion of lighting design 
lies within the creation of mood on stage, and without due consideration lighting can destroy the 
mood of the music or highlight certain elements of it.  Jean Rosenthal states: “…the spoken parts 
of the musical’s ‘story’, realism is vital to belief.  For the musical and dance sequences it is 
unimportant, and mood takes over, along with movement”.16  
 Mood however is something that is not easily isolated or defined in terms of lighting 
within a sequence.  It is a seemingly ephemeral entity that the lighting designer always strives to 
create for a scene.  In an analysis of the images provided in terms of mood I think that they all 
present a look that is lightheartedly dramatic.  The mood of Figure 11 lacks some of the 
lighthearted feeling in the others because of the intense blue instead of either red or pink.  The 
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overall intensity of the blue in the look makes it in my opinion more striking visually of the 
drama within the scene. 
Within my own work I wanted to highlight the plant’s growing power over Seymour and 
the surrounding world in a movement away from the realism in the previous scenes.  In 
following with the music I tried to vary the intensity of the red on stage to reflect growing or 
waning influence.  The fast paced nature of R&B and its rapid changes could lead the lighting 
designer towards a great deal of movement through cuing during the song, but that would not 
have done service to the overall story that I wanted to tell during this sequence.  To me the great 
power of Get It is its plot significance.  The overall significance of the difference in musical style 
is a way both for the authors to establish the character of Audrey 2 (since it is the first time we 
hear the voice of the plant) as well as a way that they try to isolate this song to show its 
significance. 
 The overall sense of the four designs shows essentially very little reference to the sunset 
as suggested within the stage directions, but all except Musical Theatre West’s production do 
show a significant departure from realistic looks to highlight the song.  The differences in color 
choices are interesting and show again the variety of choices available to a designer and director 
within the scope of the show.  This is also in my opinion a prime example of musical style 
overriding stage directions, as well as an instance of designers choosing to preference the mood 
of the music over considerations for realism.  Music, since it is in itself a non-realistic event, 
stops the designer from needing to base things in realism.  Because of that the designer can 
create a diverse set of looks such as those presented in these four designs, that still serve to 
highlight similar purposes. 
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Section 4: Audrey’s Death 
 
She reaches further, takes her last breath, and dies, as Seymour scoops her up into his 
arms.  Music swells romantically.  Lights mirror the mood.  The sunset goes nuts.  The 
image is one of Wagnerian splendor as Seymour stands for a moment, holding the dead 
Audrey in his arms, and U[p] S[tage], the plant’s mammoth trap opens very slowly.  
Seymour turns US and carries Audrey, slowly, ceremoniously, towards it.  A choir of 
unseen voices provides an M.G.M. touch, as Seymour gently lays his love inside the 
plant…17 
 
 When Audrey tells Seymour that she wants to be fed to the plant it sets into motion a 
series of events that culminates with the above stage directions.  Apart from the direct reference 
to lighting, these stage directions speak to two other specific images.  The first is the description 
of the moment as one of “Wagnerian splendor”.  This direction points to a different style of 
production and a very different scope.  Richard Wagner’s operas are well known for their 
extravagant staging as depicted in Figures 12 and 13. 
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Figure 12: 2004 production of Wagner’s Ring Cycle at Bayreuth18 
 
 
Figure 13: A scene from Wagner’s Götterdämmerung at the Metropolitan Opera19 
 
Opera in general is thought of on a different level of production value than theatrical production.  
A reason behind this could be the simple size of the space that operatic designers have to fill with 
scenery and light.20  The vast amount of space that the designers have to work in, along with the 
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often-vast resources of opera companies in money, back stage space, and equipment, make for a 
very different set of challenges than those in a traditional musical theatre spaces. 
 Rosenthal in her book outlines a lighting inventory she used to light opera in 1951 at City 
Center.  It consisted of a total of forty-nine units.21  She later in her career lit a show at the 
Metropolitan Opera, which used a total of two hundred forty eight available circuits (or outlets 
available for lighting units).22  The numbers have undoubtedly grown exponentially from 
Rosenthal’s day. My design for the show used a total of two hundred seventy seven units; 
Musical Theatre West used two hundred ninety two.  The UK Tour used one hundred twenty 
three and Cornell College used eighty-five.  These numbers also relate relatively to the size of 
stage at each venue with Musical Theatre West having the largest space and Cornell College 
having the smallest. 
Even in the 1970s when Rosenthal was lighting opera she noted that for some operas 
“outsized style is necessary even when it has to be scaled down because of physical restrictions 
or economic counter-lavishness under a tight budget.”23 Before her time, lighting of opera had 
been just about establishing enough visibility for the singers on stage and little more.  In addition 
to this she adds:  
 
lighting for the drama must be continually logical, but the opera is an illogical dramatic 
form and the emotion of the music allows the lighting its freedom to emphasize the poetic 
aspects… In opera the lighting accompanies the music as it expresses what is going on 
dramatically, and you always permit the music to dominate, to set the lyric tone.24   
 
Rosenthal brings up an interesting note, which could also help to explain the overall idea behind 
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the stage directions.  The continuation of the stage directions quoted above provides insight, in 
layman’s terms of how the authors look at the music and action: 
 
He then kneels and miserably watches Audrey disappear, as if being sucked down into 
the monster’s insides.  Finally, when she is gone, the pod slowly closes.  As the music 
turns from majestic to poignant … On the last strains of music, the clock on the wall has 
moved to nine o’clock.  A night has passed … 25 
 
With the “choir of unseen voices” a large crescendo in the music accompanies the ceremonial 
death of Audrey.  The stage directions use the word “majestic” to describe the music.  Within 
this production I would say that the word majestic would equate to Rosenthal’s concept of poetic 
music, and the stage directions are trying to call attention to exactly how they see the musical 
shift occurring in terms of the action on stage. 
 The secondary part of the look is described as having an “M.G.M touch.”  Metro 
Goldwyn Mayer, or MGM, is a long running studio that has produced both movies and animated 
cartoons.  The question still remains what exactly an “M.G.M touch” is, and how it should be 
represented in lighting.  Since the “meaning” behind any lighting design is in how the audience 
receives it and interprets it for themselves I did a survey to see what other individuals thought an 
M.G.M touch would be.26  The general thread of the responses was that it would be something 
that was more “glitzy” with brighter colors and sparkle.  I would say that “glitzy” lighting would 
be evocative of lighting that calls attention to itself instead of the action taking place on stage.  It 
would point towards a heightened look that would incorporate lots of movement and drama. 
Seymour’s presentation of Audrey to the plant is a very poetic and dramatic moment that 
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leads directly to the resolution of the plot.  The stage directions are a very visible reminder to the 
designer of the importance of this sequence in the scheme of the show and provide very specific 
ideas in relation to the sense of realism that the author feels should be portrayed before this 
sequence, and then how the author wants the designer to move away from that realistic look to 
follow the mood of this sequence. 
 
 
Figure 14: UK Tour’s Audrey’s Death 
 
Figure 15: MTW’s Death of Audrey 
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Figure 16: Cornell College’s Death of Audrey. 
 
 
Figure 17: WMT’s Death of Audrey. 
Since all of the images are tightly focused shots it is difficult to gauge the overall stage 
picture and thereby analyze the full scale of the lighting look.  All but Figure 15 have heightened 
colors and stronger angularity than any of the previous images analyzed.  All the images have 
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less intensity on the characters than the past images.  Again in this situation Musical Theatre 
West’s production falls in a very different world than the others.  It has a dark and ominous 
background while strongly foregrounding the characters.   It also appears to be a moment that is 
slightly earlier in the script than the others since we see Audrey still alive, which could lead to a 
less established look of “Wagnerian splendor” explaining the lack of heightened color and 
angularity shown in the other images.  All the images except for Figure 15 are isolated quite 
closely onto the actors while not on the plant as much.  They also all have a hint of a red pink in 
them from the back of the images.  The strong backlight increases the definition of the actors 
from the background and adds a sense of depth to the look.   
The addition of the strong isolation to the looks also serves to expand the stage space 
around the action happening.  This occurs because of the creation of dark stage space around the 
action diminishes the effect of surrounding scenery.  The combination of these elements to me is 
a theatrical attempt at an operatic scale.  As shown in Figure 12 the fire creates strong backlight, 
which evokes a very mysterious look on the actor in front of it.  In addition to the light created 
by the fire, the distance between the fire and the cyclorama that is present create the illusion of 
an even larger stage space than is already present.  In Figure 17 specifically you see a small-scale 
example of this, with the strong lighting on the characters and then some of light on the walls. 
From the images there does not appear to be any “glitzy” lighting present, but there are 
some heightened colors, which was the second most prominent answer as to what an audience 
member would recognize as an M.G.M. touch.  The use of strong backlight and isolation point to 
a design that is aiming at creating a look that is larger than the space provided, which leads me to 
believe that the idea of Wagnerian splendor depends on a theatre’s stage size and budget.  In my 
design, I tried to achieve this through strong backlight and isolation on Audrey and Seymour to 
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separate them from Audrey 2 and the surroundings.  I also used a very intense color on the 
cyclorama to try and emphasize the depth of space between the actors and the backdrop.  I made 
these choices both because of the stage directions as well as the musical crescendo that 
accompanies this sequence. 
 
Section 5: Conclusions 
 
 Little Shop of Horrors is a script with a significant number of very strong lighting images 
placed into the author’s stage directions.  Lighting designers choose on a production-by-
production basis how realistic or non-realistic a production is and when the moments of realism 
happen and when the breaks from realism occur.  Without full video of the productions these 
choices are impossible to analyze.  However, as this research presents, the individual designers 
ended up with similarly realistic or non-realistic looks for the same moments.  These moments 
did not adhere fully to the stage directions provided within the script. Stemming from my own 
experiences with my design I would say that the director’s concepts for the show are a partial 
reason for this departure. 
 The role of the director in the establishment of the visual elements of a show is largely 
left out of this paper since I was unable to contact the directors of the productions.  I was also 
unable to receive significant concept information from the designers, which is the reason for the 
lack of significant discussion of concepts outside of my own.  Christopher Owens made some 
significant contributions and alterations to my original lighting concepts for the production and 
did many things to help tell the story that my lighting was also telling.  His overall approach to 
the show was trying to show the grim reality that the characters faced on skid row and the lack of 
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any economic prosperity there until Audrey 2 comes along.  I specifically tried to highlight this 
as shown through the lighting changes in Closed for Renovations and the emphasis on Audrey 2 
in Get It.  None of the designs analyzed within this paper had significant compositional or 
conceptual changes made by Owens, but the coda at the end of the first act of the show received 
a complete redesign in the tech process to try and more accurately represent his vision of that 
sequence.  Owens wanted that sequence to be very dark and creepy.  Originally I had lit the 
sequence to match previous scenes rather than the significant break with reality that Owens 
wanted.  Sadly, we have no photographic record of this sequence either in its original look or the 
final one.  This is one example of a director directly changing the lighting of a scene and a reason 
why the analysis of directorial intent is important to the lighting of a show.   
 The execution of any lighting design reflects limitations imposed on it beyond directorial 
concepts.  The inventory available to the designer both in numbers and types of instruments will 
change design choices.  The theatrical space can also limit the design opportunities.  Spaces 
allow for certain lighting angles and do not allow for others.  The designer must cope with both 
the inventory and the space in order to create a successful design.  In my design one of the 
primary issues I ran into was a lack of physical hanging positions for lights.  I had plenty of 
available equipment, but because of the way that the scenery was designed I ran out of space to 
hang lights where I would have liked for them to be.   
  “[A] musical is bigger and brighter and busier than other forms, which does not make it 
harder to design for.  The premium is on coherence.  If every aspect of the designing does not 
work exactly with every other aspect, the result is a mess.”27  Within my own design process 
Owens’ concept for the show was my first guiding principal to my design.  I read the script 
before his concept was presented to me, but I did not in that reading try to establish significant 
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lighting concepts, I merely read it for the plot of the show as an audience member would see it.  
After a series of meetings with the other designers as well as Owens, I established my own 
lighting concepts for the show.  These concepts were created from ideas that I had about what 
characters and locations meant to the show within our production’s style.  From my production 
experience as well as the research for this project, I think that the stage directions serve as basic 
guidelines for the designers and directors, but they are not the defining words and images that 
create the visual elements of a production. 
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Appendix A – The William and Mary Theatre's production of







4/7/10Little Shop of Horrors
The College of William and Mary Theatre LD: David Moody
Phi Beta Kappa Memorial Hall: Mainstage Theatre ALD: Jeremy Owens
TD: David H Dudley ME: Danielle Varcasia
FOH 3 Beam
U# Purpose Type & Accessories W Color Tmp Dim Chn
1 A Front Cool Source 4 19deg+- 575w R54 4 (21)
2 A Front Warm Strand Century 6x16+- 1kw G842 5 (1)
3 G Front Cool Source 4 19deg+- 575w R54 6 (27)
4 B Front Cool Source 4 19deg+- 575w R54 3 (22)
5 G Front Warm Strand Century 6x16+- 1kw G842 7 (7)
6 B Front Warm Strand Century 6x16+- 1kw G842 8 (2)
7 - Revolution+- 750w - 301 (451)
8 Transition Texture Source 4 19deg+Gobo 575w R93 11 (191)
9 Transition Texture Source 4 19deg+Gobo 575w R93 2 (191)
10 H Front Cool Source 4 19deg+- 575w R54 9 (28)
11 C Front Cool Source 4 19deg+- 575w R54 24 (23)
12 H Front Warm Strand Century 6x16+- 1kw G842 10 (8)
13 C Front Warm Strand Century 6x16+- 1kw G842 23 (3)
14 Transition Texture Source 4 19deg+Gobo 575w R93 11 (191)
15 I Front Cool Source 4 19deg+- 575w R54 22 (29)
16 D Front Cool Source 4 19deg+- 575w R54 12 (24)
17 I Front Warm Strand Century 6x16+- 1kw G842 13 (9)
18 D Front Warm Strand Century 6x16 1kw G842 14 (4)
19 Transition Texture Source 4 19deg+- 575w R93 11 (191)
20 J Front Cool Source 4 19deg+- 575w R54 18 (30)
21 E Front Cool Source 4 19deg+- 575w R54 15 (25)
22 J Front Warm Strand Century 6x16+- 1kw G842 17 (10)
23 E Front Warm Strand Century 6x16+- 1kw G842 16 (5)
24 - Revolution+- 750w - 351 (401)
25 J Front Cool Source 4 19deg+- 575w R54 18 (30)
26 J Front Warm Strand Century 6x16+- 1kw G842 17 (10)
27 F Front Cool Source 4 19deg+- 575w R54 19 (26)
28 F Front Warm Strand Century 6x16+- 1kw G842 20 (6)
29 Window Source 4 36deg+- 575w R54 48 (245)
30 J Front Warm Strand Century 6x16+- 1kw G842 22 (10)
31 J Front Cool Source 4 19deg+- 575w R54 18 (30)
STUDENT: David Moody / Lightwright 4 FOH 3 Beam
INSTRUMENT SCHEDULE
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FOH 2 Beam
U# Purpose Type & Accessories W Color Tmp Dim Chn
1 Dentist Fronts Source 4 36deg+- 575w L201 + R333 25 (172)
2 Shop Door Outside Source 4 26deg+- 575w R362 26 (117)
3 Shop Door Outside Strand Century 6x12+- 1kw R305 27 (107)
4 Bench Source 4 19deg+- 575w N/C 28 (243)
4a Trash Can SL Source 4 36deg 575w N/C 32 (181)
5 Dentist Fronts Source 4 26deg+- 575w L201 + R333 25 (172)
6 Window Seat Front Warm Strand Century 6x12+- 1kw R305 29 (106)
7 1 Front Warm Strand Century 6x12+- 1kw R305 30 (101)
8 1 Front Cool Source 4 26deg+- 575w R362 31 (111)
9 4 Front Warm Strand Century 6x12+- 1kw R305 32 (104)
10 4 Front Cool Source 4 26deg+- 575w R362 35 (114)
11 Windo Seat Front Cool Source 4 26deg+- 575w R362 36 (116)
12 2 Front Warm Strand Century 6x12+- 1kw R305 37 (102)
13 2 Front Cool Source 4 26deg+- 575w R362 33 (112)
14 Clock Source 4 19deg+Iris 575w N/C 34 (114)
15 5 Front Warm Strand Century 6x12+- 1kw R305 40 (105)
16 5 Front Cool Source 4 26deg+- 575w R362 41 (115)
17 3 Front Warm Strand Century 6x12+- 1kw R305 42 (103)
18 L Front Cool Source 4 19deg+- 575w R54 43 (31)
19 3 Front Cool Source 4 26deg+- 575w R362 39 (113)
20 K Front Cool Source 4 19deg+- 575w R54 43 (31)
21 L Front Warm Strand Century 6x16+- 1kw G842 44 (11)
22 K Front Warm Strand Century 6x16+- 1kw G842 44 (11)
23 Window Source 4 19deg+- 575w R02 45 (245)
24 Dentist Fronts Source 4 26deg+- 575w L201 + R333 46 (171)
25 Dentist Fronts Source 4 36deg+- 575w L201 + R333 46 (171)
26 CYA Strand Century 6x12+- 1kw L744 47 (39)
27 Mushnik Portrait Source 4 36deg 575w N/C 37 (180)
STUDENT: David Moody / Lightwright 4 FOH 2 Beam
INSTRUMENT SCHEDULE
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FOH 1 Beam
U# Purpose Type & Accessories W Color Tmp Dim Chn
1 1 Side  L Warm Strand Century 6x12+- 1kw L704 52 (141)
2 1 Side L Source 4 26deg+- 575w L733 54 (151)
3 Bench Pool Strand Century 6x12+- 1kw G360 1 (242)
4 A' Back S4 PAR WFL+Barn Door 575w - 49 (81)
4 - The Scroller 7.5"+- - 268 (91)
5 Scenery Scrape Strand Century 6x12+Gobo 1kw R358 53 (263)
6 Scenery Scrape Strand Century 6x16+Gobo 1kw R358 53 (263)
7 2 Side L Source 4 26deg+- 575w L733 55 (152)
8 2 Side L Warm Strand Century 6x12+- 1kw L704 56 (142)
9 Counter Strand Century 6x9+- 1kw R304 57 (235)
10 1 Side R Strand Century 6x12+- 1kw R333 58 (121)
11 B' Back S4 PAR WFL+Barn Door 575w - 59 (82)
11 - The Scroller 7.5"+- - 269 (92)
12 1 Side R Cool Source 4 26deg+- 575w G880 60 (131)
13 3 Side L Source 4 26deg+- 575w L733 61 (153)
14 3 Side L Warm Strand Century 6x12+- 1kw L704 62 (143)
15 2 Side R Strand Century 6x12+- 1kw R333 63 (122)
16 2 Side R Cool Source 4 26deg+- 575w G880 64 (132)
17 Dentist's Top Strand Century 8" Fresnel+- 2kw N/C 65 (175)
18 Worktable Strand Century 6x9+- 1kw R304 50 (234)
19 C' Back S4 PAR WFL+Barn Door 575w - 51 (83)
19 - The Scroller 7.5"+- - 267 (93)
20 3 Side R Strand Century 6x12+- 1kw R333 72 (123)
21 3 Side R Cool Source 4 26deg+- 575w G880 71 (133)
22 Stoop Pool Strand Century 6x9+- 1kw N/C 70 (237)
23 G' Back S4 PAR MFL+Barn Door 575w - 66 (87)
23 - The Scroller 7.5"+- - 258 (97)
24 G Side R Strand Century 6x16+- 575w L711 135 (67)
25 SR Trash Can Strand Century 6x9+- 1kw N/C 68 (240)
26 D' Back S4 PAR WFL+Barn Door 575w - 69 (84)
26 - The Scroller 7.5"+- - 257 (94)
27 H Side R Strand Century 6x12+- 575w L711 136 (68)
28 I Side R Strand Century 6x9+- 575w L711 134 (69)
STUDENT: David Moody / Lightwright 4 FOH 1 Beam
INSTRUMENT SCHEDULE
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1st Electric
U# Purpose Type & Accessories W Color Tmp Dim Chn
1 Dentist Back Diags Source 4 36deg+- 575w L201 + R333 75 (174)
2 Shop Entrance Spcl Strand Century 8" Fresnel+- 2kw R09 149 (238)
3 CYA Strand Century 6x16+- 1kw - 150 (35)
4 5 Side L Source 4 26deg+- 575w L733 151 (155)
5 5 Side L Warm Strand Century 6x12+- 1kw L704 74 (145)
6 Audrey 2.1 Pool Source 4 36deg+- 575w TBD 73 (252)
7 Dentist Back Diags Source 4 36deg+- 575w L201 + R333 75 (174)
8 Counter Pool Source 4 36deg+- 575w R09 76 (236)
9 E' Back Blue PAR 64 WFL+- 1kw L119 77 (161)
10 E' Back S4 PAR WFL+- 575w - 78 (85)
10 - The Scroller 7.5"+- - 270 (95)
11 K Side L Source 4 36deg+- 575w G365 87 (51)
12 4 Side L Source 4 26deg+- 575w L733 79 (154)
13 4 Side L Warm Strand Century 6x12+- 1kw L704 80 (144)
14 Flash Flash Cannon+- R02 165 (12)
15 Audrey 2.3 Pool Source 4 36deg+- 575w TBD 81 (248)
16 4 Side R Strand Century 6x12+- 1kw R333 163 (124)
17 4 Side R Cool Source 4 26deg+- 575w G880 164 (134)
18 F' Back Blue PAR 64 WFL+- 1kw L119 82 (162)
19 F' Back S4 PAR WFL+- 575w - 157 (86)
19 - The Scroller 7.5"+- - 265 (96)
20 Somewhere Pool Source 4 19deg+- 575w N/C 84 (239)
21 Audrey 2.3 Pool B Source 4 36deg+- 575w TBD 85 (249)
22 Dentist Back Diags Source 4 36deg+- 575w L201 + R333 86 (173)
23 5 Side R Strand Century 6x12+- 1kw R333 158 (125)
24 5 Side R Cool Source 4 26deg+- 575w G880 159 (135)
25 K Side R Source 4 36deg+- 575w L711 152 (71)
26 CYA Strand Century 6x9+- 1kw - 88 (36)
27 Dentist Back Diags Source 4 36deg+- 575w L201 + R333 86 (173)
28 Band Strand Century 4.5x6.5+- 1kw R385 160 (220)
29 Band Strand Century 4.5x6.5+- 1kw R90 92 (221)
STUDENT: David Moody / Lightwright 4 1st Electric
INSTRUMENT SCHEDULE
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2nd Electric
U# Purpose Type & Accessories W Color Tmp Dim Chn
1 CYA Strand Century 6x9+- 1kw - 93 (37)
2 CYA Strand Century 6x9+- 1kw - 94 (38)
3 Shop Texture Source 4 50deg+Gobo 575w R90 154 (230)
4 Shop Texture Source 4 36deg+Gobo 575w R90 95 (231)
5 Referigerator Source 4 36deg+- 575w L200 103 (183)
6 Shop Texture Source 4 50deg+Gobo 575w R90 155 (232)
7 Worktable Strand Century 6x9+- 1kw N/C 96 (233)
8 H' Back Blue PAR 64 WFL+- 1kw L119 174 (163)
9 H' Back S4 PAR WFL+- 575w - 153 (88)
9 - The Scroller 7.5"+- - 263 (98)
10 L Side R Source 4 36deg+- 575w G365 156 (72)
11 Window Source 4 36deg+- 575w N/C 98 (185)
12 Referigerator Source 4 36°+- 575w L200 103 (183)
13 Referigerator Strand SL 36°+- 575w L200 99 (184)
14 I' Back Blue PAR 64 WFL+- 1kw L119 176 (164)
15 I' Back S4 PAR WFL+- 575w - 173 (89)
15 - The Scroller 7.5"+- - 266 (99)
16 Band Wall Strand Century 6x9+- 1kw R53 179 (196)
17 Band Wall Strand Century 6x9+- 1kw R14 100 (197)
18 Referigerator Strand SL 36°+- 575w L200 99 (184)
19 Worktable Strand Century 6x9+- 1kw N/C 180 (241)
20 Shop Wall Strand Century 6x9+- 1kw R53 101 (198)
21 Shop Wall Strand Century 6x9+- 1kw R14 178 (199)
22 L Side L Source 4 36deg+- 575w L711 177 (52)
23 J' Back S4 PAR WFL+- 575w - 102 (90)
23 - The Scroller 7.5"+- - 264 (100)
24 Band Strand Century 4.5x6.5+- 1kw R385 97 (222)
25 Band Strand Century 4.5x6.5+- 1kw R90 104 (223)
STUDENT: David Moody / Lightwright 4 2nd Electric
INSTRUMENT SCHEDULE
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3rd Electric
U# Purpose Type & Accessories W Color Tmp Dim Chn
1 Cityscape Source 4 50deg+- 575w - 106 (201)
1 - The Scroller 7.5"+- - 262 (205)
2 Cityscape Source 4 50deg+- 575w - 108 (202)
2 - The Scroller 7.5"+- - 261 (206)
3 Cityscape CYA Source 4 50deg+- 575w - 109 (210)
4 Alley Extension PAR 64 MFL+- 1kw R26 110 (226)
5 Alley Extension PAR 64 MFL+- 1kw N/C 115 (227)
6 Cityscape Source 4 50deg+- 575w - 105 (203)
6 - The Scroller 7.5"+- - 259 (207)
7 Alley Extension PAR 64 MFL+- 1kw R60 112 (228)
8 Alley Extension PAR 64 MFL+- 1kw N/C 113 (229)
9 Cityscape Source 4 50deg+- 575w - 116 (204)
9 - The Scroller 7.5"+- - 260 (208)
4th Electric
U# Purpose Type & Accessories W Color Tmp Dim Chn
1 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center 1kw R126 188 (215)
2 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center 1kw L119 199 (213)
3 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center+- 1kw R124 200 (211)
4 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center 1kw R126 188 (215)
5 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center 1kw L119 199 (213)
6 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center+- 1kw R124 200 (211)
7 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center 1kw R126 184 (215)
8 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center 1kw L119 186 (213)
9 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center+- 1kw R124 185 (211)
10 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center 1kw R126 184 (215)
11 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center 1kw L119 186 (213)
12 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center+- 1kw R124 185 (211)
13 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center 1kw R126 183 (215)
14 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center 1kw L119 182 (213)
15 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center+- 1kw R124 181 (211)
16 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center 1kw R126 183 (215)
17 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center 1kw L119 182 (213)
18 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center+- 1kw R124 181 (211)
STUDENT: David Moody / Lightwright 4 3rd Electric  thru  4th Electric
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5th Electric
U# Purpose Type & Accessories W Color Tmp Dim Chn
1 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center+- 1kw R124 189 (211)
2 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center 1kw R126 190 (215)
3 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center 1kw L119 191 (213)
4 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center+- 1kw R124 189 (211)
5 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center 1kw R126 190 (215)
6 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center 1kw L119 191 (213)
7 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center+- 1kw R124 192 (211)
8 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center 1kw R126 193 (215)
9 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center 1kw L119 194 (213)
10 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center+- 1kw R124 192 (211)
11 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center 1kw R126 193 (215)
12 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center 1kw L119 194 (213)
13 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center+- 1kw R124 196 (211)
14 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center 1kw R126 197 (215)
15 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center 1kw L119 198 (213)
16 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center 1kw R124 196 (211)
17 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center 1kw R126 197 (215)
18 - 3 Cell Sky Cyc Center 1kw L119 198 (213)
HL Box Boom 1
U# Purpose Type & Accessories W Color Tmp Dim Chn
1 - Revolution+- 750w - Ac (351)
2 B Side L Source 4 19deg+- 575w L711 127 (42)
3 A Side L Source 4 19deg+- 575w L711 125 (41)
4 D Side L Source 4 36deg+- 575w L711 131 (44)
5 C Side L Source 4 26deg+- 575w L711 132 (43)
6 F Side L Source 4 50deg+- 575w L711 130 (46)
7 E Side L Source 4 36deg+- 575w L711 128 (45)
8 J Side L Source 4 50deg+- 575w L711 126 (50)
STUDENT: David Moody / Lightwright 4 5th Electric  thru  HL Box Boom 1
INSTRUMENT SCHEDULE
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HR Box Boom 1
U# Purpose Type & Accessories W Color Tmp Dim Chn
1 - Revolution+- 750w - Ac (271)
2 E Side R Strand Century 6x16+- 1kw G365 121 (65)
3 F Side R Strand Century 6x16+- 1kw G365 118 (66)
4 D Side R Strand Century 6x12+- 1kw G365 120 (64)
5 J Side R Strand Century 6x16+- 1kw G365 119 (70)
6 C Side R Strand Century 6x9+- 1kw G365 124 (63)
7 B Side R Strand Century 6x9+- 1kw G365 122 (62)
8 A Side R Strand Century 4.5x6.5+- 1kw G365 123 (61)
Cove Boom L
U# Purpose Type & Accessories W Color Tmp Dim Chn
1 - Studio Spot 575+- 700w - Ac (331)
2 I Side L Source 4 19deg+- 1kw G365 201 (49)
3 H Side L Source 4 26deg+- 1kw G365 202 (48)
4 G Side L Source 4 36deg+- 1kw G365 67 (47)
Cove Boom R
U# Purpose Type & Accessories W Color Tmp Dim Chn
1 - Studio Spot 575+- 700w - Ac (301)
2 Flash Flash Cannon+- R51 169 (15)
Torm Boom L
U# Purpose Type & Accessories W Color Tmp Dim Chn
1 Sunrise Strand Century 6x16+- 1kw G360 133 (255)
2 Sunrise Strand Century 6x16+- 1kw G360 133 (255)
3 Sunrise Strand Century 6x9+- 1kw G360 139 (256)
4 Sunrise Strand Century 6x16+- 1kw G360 139 (256)
5 Sunrise Strand Century 6x16+- 1kw G360 140 (256)
6 Sunrise Strand Century 6x16+- 1kw G360 140 (256)
STUDENT: David Moody / Lightwright 4 HR Box Boom 1  thru  Torm Boom L
INSTRUMENT SCHEDULE
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Set Mount
U# Purpose Type & Accessories W Color Tmp Dim Chn
1 Set Mount Band Platform Sconce - "Mason Jar"+- - 144 (217)
2 Set Mount Band Platform Sconce- Outdoor Floods+- - 142 (218)
3 Set Mount Shop Wall Fixture+- - 148 (219)
4 Referigerator Mount 6" Fresnel+- 500w L200 (181)
6 Stoop Entrance 6" Fresnel 500w 147 (260)
7 Stoop Entrance 6" Fresnel 500w 147 (260)
8 Window Back Birdie+- 150w R126 145 (258)
9 Window Back Birdie+- 150w N/C 145 (258)
10 Window Front Birdie+- 150w R65 146 (259)
11 Window Front Birdie+- 150w R65 146 (259)
12 Door Front Birdie+- 150w R126 141 (257)
12 Door Front Birdie+- 150w N/C 141 (257)
STUDENT: David Moody / Lightwright 4 Set Mount
INSTRUMENT SCHEDULE
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Cyc Pit
U# Purpose Type & Accessories W Color Tmp Dim Chn
1a Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w L119 212 (214)
1b Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R124 213 (212)
1c Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R126 211 (216)
2a Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w L119 212 (214)
2b Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R124 213 (212)
2c Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R126 211 (216)
3a Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w L119 212 (214)
3b Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R124 213 (212)
3c Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R126 211 (216)
4a Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w L119 220 (214)
4b Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R124 215 (212)
4c Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R126 216 (216)
5a Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w L119 220 (214)
5b Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R124 215 (212)
5c Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R126 216 (216)
6a Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w L119 220 (214)
6b Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R124 215 (212)
6c Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R126 216 (216)
7a Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w L119 220 (214)
7b Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R124 222 (212)
7c Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R126 216 (216)
8a Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w L119 224 (214)
8b Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R124 222 (212)
8c Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R126 221 (216)
9a Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w L119 224 (214)
9b Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R124 222 (212)
9c Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R126 221 (216)
10a Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w L119 224 (214)
10b Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R124 222 (212)
10c Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R126 221 (216)
11a Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w L119 224 (214)
11b Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R124 223 (212)
11c Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R126 225 (216)
12a Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w L119 227 (214)
12b Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R124 223 (212)
STUDENT: David Moody / Lightwright 4 Cyc Pit
INSTRUMENT SCHEDULE
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Cyc Pit
U# Purpose Type & Accessories W Color Tmp Dim Chn
12c Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R126 225 (216)
13a Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w L119 227 (214)
13b Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R124 223 (212)
13c Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R126 225 (216)
14a Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w L119 227 (214)
14b Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R124 223 (212)
14c Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R126 225 (216)
15a Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w L119 230 (214)
15b Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R124 229 (212)
15c Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R126 228 (216)
16a Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w L119 230 (214)
16b Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R124 229 (212)
16c Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R126 228 (216)
17a Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w L119 230 (214)
17b Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R124 229 (212)
17c Cyc Foot Far Cyc Cell 500w R126 228 (216)
Zach Armstrong Mounted
U# Purpose Type & Accessories W Color Tmp Dim Chn
1 Motorcycle PAR 64 VNSP+- 1kw N/C 143 (261)
STUDENT: David Moody / Lightwright 4 Cyc Pit  thru  Zach Armstrong Mounted
Appendix B – Musical Theatre West's production of Little




























- please secure pipes against rotation.
- all PAR bottles oriented SL-SR.
- FoH and Box positions not to scale.
- Each ColorBlaze unit set to 3 Groups.










THIS DRAWING CONTAINS VISUAL CONCEPTS
AND CONSTRUCTION SUGGESTIONS ONLY.
The Designer is unqualified to determine the
structural or electrical appropriateness of this
design, and will not assume responsibility for
improper engineering, construction, handling, or
use. All materials and construction must comply with
the most stringent applicable Federal and Local
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MtW - Little Shop of Horrors Sunday, June 28, 2009
Instrument Schedule
Position # Inst Type Cha Dim Clr Gobo Purpose
#1 Electric 1 Source 4 26deg 89 L201 Bx:door
2 Source 4 36deg 142 R357 R78221 HS:Lav
3 Source 4 36deg 132 R99 GAM726 HS:Skid
4 Source 4 36deg 122 L140 GAM223 HS:Blu
5 Source 4 26deg 142 R357 R78221 HS:Lav
6 Source 4 26deg 132 R99 GAM726 HS:Skid
7 Source 4 26deg 122 L140 GAM223 HS:Blu
8 Source 4 26deg 74 L201 G647 Tx:dentist
9 8" Fres 33 L132HT Bx:Blu
10 Source 4 26deg 71 TBD R77774 Tx:shop 1
11 PAR 64 WFL 43 R349 Bx:Lav
12 Source 4 19deg 97 R386 x:Audrey 4
13 PAR 64 MFL 53 R90 Bx:Grn
14 Source 4 26deg 74 L201 G647 Tx:dentist
15 8" Fres 33 L132HT Bx:Blu
16 Source 4 19deg 88 L201 x:cupboard
17 PAR 64 WFL 42 R349 Bx:Lav
18 Source 4 50deg 67 TBD G Tx:street 1
19 PAR 64 MFL 52 R90 Bx:Grn
20 Source 4 50deg 67 TBD G Tx:street 1
21 8" Fres 32 L132HT Bx:Blu
22 Source 4 50deg 67 TBD G Tx:street 1
23 PAR 64 MFL 52 R90 Bx:Grn
24 Source 4 50deg 67 TBD G Tx:street 1
25 PAR 64 WFL 42 R349 Bx:Lav
26 Source 4 19deg 86 R333 x:girls eclipse
27 8" Fres 31 L132HT Bx:Blu
28 Source 4 26deg 16 L201 Area:counter
29 PAR 64 MFL 51 R90 Bx:Grn
30 Source 4 19deg 97 R386 x:Audrey 4
31 PAR 64 WFL 41 R349 Bx:Lav
32 Source 4 26deg 71 TBD R77774 Tx:shop 1
33 8" Fres 31 L132HT Bx:Blu
34 Source 4 26deg 121 L140 GAM223 HS:Blu
35 Source 4 26deg 131 R99 GAM726 HS:Skid
36 Source 4 26deg 141 R357 R78221 HS:Lav
37 Source 4 36deg 121 L140 GAM223 HS:Blu
38 Source 4 36deg 131 R99 GAM726 HS:Skid
39 Source 4 36deg 141 R357 R78221 HS:Lav
40 Source 4 26deg 0
#1A Electric 1 4-Panel Barn Door
1 6" Fres 83 R24 Bx:LSoH
2 4-Panel Barn Door
2 6" Fres 82 n/c Bx:LSoH
3 6" Fres 83 R24 Bx:LSoH
3 4-Panel Barn Door
4 6" Fres 82 n/c Bx:LSoH
4 4-Panel Barn Door
5 4-Panel Barn Door
5 6" Fres 83 R24 Bx:LSoH
6 4-Panel Barn Door
6 6" Fres 82 n/c Bx:LSoH
#2 Electric 1 Source 4 26deg 0
2 Source 4 36deg 144 R357 R78221 HS:Lav
3 Source 4 36deg 134 R99 GAM726 HS:Skid
4 Source 4 36deg 124 L140 GAM223 HS:Blu
5 Source 4 26deg 144 R357 R78221 HS:Lav
6 Source 4 26deg 134 R99 GAM726 HS:Skid
7 Source 4 26deg 124 L140 GAM223 HS:Blu
8 8" Fres 36 L132HT Bx:Blu
9 Source 4 26deg 72 TBD R77774 Tx:shop 2
10 PAR 64 WFL 46 R349 Bx:Lav
11 Source 4 19deg 0
12 PAR 64 MFL 56 R90 Bx:Grn
13 Mac 550 F2 ~ Fixture 2
14 8" Fres 36 L132HT Bx:Blu
15 Source 4 19deg 0
16 PAR 64 WFL 45 R349 Bx:Lav
17 Source 4 50deg 68 TBD G Tx:street 2
18 PAR 64 MFL 55 R90 Bx:Grn
19 Source 4 50deg 68 TBD G Tx:street 2
20 8" Fres 35 L132HT Bx:Blu
21 Source 4 50deg 68 TBD G Tx:street 2
22 PAR 64 MFL 55 R90 Bx:Grn
23 Source 4 50deg 68 TBD G Tx:street 2
24 PAR 64 WFL 45 R349 Bx:Lav
25 Source 4 19deg 94 R386 x:Audrey 1
26 8" Fres 34 L132HT Bx:Blu
27 Mac 550 F1 ~ Fixture 1
28 PAR 64 MFL 54 R90 Bx:Grn
29 Source 4 19deg 0
30 PAR 64 WFL 44 R349 Bx:Lav
31 Source 4 26deg 72 TBD R77774 Tx:shop 2
32 8" Fres 34 L132HT Bx:Blu
33 Source 4 26deg 123 L140 GAM223 HS:Blu
34 Source 4 26deg 133 R99 GAM726 HS:Skid
35 Source 4 26deg 143 R357 R78221 HS:Lav
36 Source 4 36deg 123 L140 GAM223 HS:Blu
37 Source 4 36deg 133 R99 GAM726 HS:Skid
38 Source 4 36deg 143 R357 R78221 HS:Lav
39 Source 4 26deg 0
#3 Electric 1 Source 4 19deg 87 L140 Bx:girls eclipse
2 Source 4 36deg 146 R357 R78221 HS:Lav
3 Source 4 36deg 136 R99 GAM726 HS:Skid
4 Source 4 36deg 126 L140 GAM223 HS:Blu
5 Source 4 26deg 146 R357 R78221 HS:Lav
6 Source 4 26deg 136 R99 GAM726 HS:Skid
7 Source 4 26deg 126 L140 GAM223 HS:Blu
8 8" Fres 39 L132HT Bx:Blu
9 Source 4 26deg 73 TBD R77774 Tx:shop 3
10 PAR 64 WFL 49 R349 Bx:Lav
11 Source 4 19deg 96 R386 x:Audrey 3
12 PAR 64 MFL 59 R90 Bx:Grn
13 Source 4 26deg 69 TBD G Tx:street 3
14 8" Fres 39 L132HT Bx:Blu
15 Source 4 19deg 0
16 PAR 64 WFL 48 R349 Bx:Lav
17 Mac 550 F4 ~ Fixture 4
18 PAR 64 MFL 58 R90 Bx:Grn
19 Source 4 50deg 69 TBD G Tx:street 3
20 8" Fres 38 L132HT Bx:Blu
21 Source 4 50deg 69 TBD G Tx:street 3
22 PAR 64 MFL 58 R90 Bx:Grn
23 Mac 550 F3 ~ Fixture 3
24 PAR 64 WFL 48 R349 Bx:Lav
25 Source 4 19deg 95 R386 x:Audrey 2
26 8" Fres 37 L132HT Bx:Blu
27 Source 4 26deg 69 TBD G Tx:street 3
28 PAR 64 MFL 57 R90 Bx:Grn
29 Source 4 19deg 96 R386 x:Audrey 3
30 PAR 64 WFL 47 R349 Bx:Lav
31 Source 4 26deg 73 TBD R77774 Tx:shop 3
32 8" Fres 37 L132HT Bx:Blu
33 Source 4 26deg 125 L140 GAM223 HS:Blu
34 Source 4 26deg 135 R99 GAM726 HS:Skid
35 Source 4 26deg 145 R357 R78221 HS:Lav
36 Source 4 36deg 125 L140 GAM223 HS:Blu
37 Source 4 36deg 135 R99 GAM726 HS:Skid
38 Source 4 36deg 145 R357 R78221 HS:Lav
39 Source 4 26deg 0
#4 Electric 1 PAR 64 WFL 50 R349 Bx:Lav
2 PAR 64 MFL 60 R34 Bx:Shop
3 8" Fres 40 L132HT Bx:Blu
4 PAR 64 WFL 50 R349 Bx:Lav
5 PAR 64 MFL 60 R34 Bx:Shop
6 8" Fres 40 L132HT Bx:Blu
7 PAR 64 MFL 60 R34 Bx:Shop
8 PAR 64 WFL 50 R349 Bx:Lav
9 8" Fres 40 L132HT Bx:Blu
10 PAR 64 MFL 60 R34 Bx:Shop
11 PAR 64 WFL 50 R349 Bx:Lav
#6 Electric A1 Far Cyc 103 R19 Cyc:Amb
A2 Far Cyc 102 L132HT Cyc:Blu
A3 Far Cyc 101 R120 Cyc:Red
B1 Far Cyc 103 R19 Cyc:Amb
B2 Far Cyc 102 L132HT Cyc:Blu
B3 Far Cyc 101 R120 Cyc:Red
C1 Far Cyc 103 R19 Cyc:Amb
C2 Far Cyc 102 L132HT Cyc:Blu
C3 Far Cyc 101 R120 Cyc:Red
D1 Far Cyc 103 R19 Cyc:Amb
D2 Far Cyc 102 L132HT Cyc:Blu
D3 Far Cyc 101 R120 Cyc:Red
E1 Far Cyc 103 R19 Cyc:Amb
E2 Far Cyc 102 L132HT Cyc:Blu
E3 Far Cyc 101 R120 Cyc:Red
F1 Far Cyc 103 R19 Cyc:Amb
F2 Far Cyc 102 L132HT Cyc:Blu
F3 Far Cyc 101 R120 Cyc:Red
G1 Far Cyc 103 R19 Cyc:Amb
G2 Far Cyc 102 L132HT Cyc:Blu
G3 Far Cyc 101 R120 Cyc:Red
H1 Far Cyc 103 R19 Cyc:Amb
H2 Far Cyc 102 L132HT Cyc:Blu
H3 Far Cyc 101 R120 Cyc:Red
I1 Far Cyc 103 R19 Cyc:Amb
I2 Far Cyc 102 L132HT Cyc:Blu
I3 Far Cyc 101 R120 Cyc:Red
J1 Far Cyc 103 R19 Cyc:Amb
J2 Far Cyc 102 L132HT Cyc:Blu
J3 Far Cyc 101 R120 Cyc:Red
AP #1 1 Source 4 26deg 15 82 R333+132 Area: Stoop R
2 Source 4 19deg 14 83 R201+132 Area: Deck
3 Source 4 26deg 13 84 R201+132 Area: Deck
4 Source 4 19deg 81 86 L201 x:wino
5 Source 4 26deg 12 87 R201+132 Area: Deck
6 Source 4 19deg 93 89 n/c x:girl fin
7 Source 4 19deg 92 n/c x:girl fin
8 Source 4 19deg 91 91 n/c x:girl fin
9 Source 4 26deg 14 93 R201+132 Area: Deck
10 Source 4 19deg 0 95
11 Source 4 26deg 13 97 R201+132 Area: Deck
12 Source 4 19deg 12 100 R201+132 Area: Deck
13 Source 4 26deg 11 101 R333+132 Area:Stoop L
AP #2 1 Source 4 19deg 5 32 R333+132 Area:Deck
2 Source 4 19deg 10 26 R333+132 Area:Shop
3 Source 4 19deg 4 33 R333+132 Area:Deck
4 Source 4 19deg 9 34 R333+132 Area:Shop
5 Source 4 19deg 0 8
6 Source 4 19deg 3 35 R333+132 Area:Deck
7 Source 4 19deg 8 36 R333+132 Area:Shop
8 Source 4 19deg 0 27
9 Source 4 19deg 2 37 R333+132 Area:Deck
10 Source 4 19deg 7 29 R333+132 Area:Shop
11 Source 4 19deg 0 38
12 Source 4 10deg 99 R132 Spot 2
13 Source 4 19deg 6 26 R333+132 Area:Shop
14 Source 4 19deg 1 11 R333+132 Area:Deck
15 Source 4 19deg 0 39
16 Source 4 19deg 0 40
17 Source 4 19deg 0 52
18 Source 4 19deg 0 41
19 Source 4 19deg 5 42 R333+132 Area:Deck
20 Source 4 19deg 10 14 R333+132 Area:Shop
21 Source 4 10deg 98 R132 Spot 1
22 Source 4 19deg 0 43
23 Source 4 19deg 9 53 R333+132 Area:Shop
24 Source 4 19deg 4 44 R333+132 Area:Deck
25 Source 4 19deg 0 51
26 Source 4 19deg 8 45 R333+132 Area:Shop
27 Source 4 19deg 3 54 R333+132 Area:Deck
28 Source 4 19deg 0 46
29 Source 4 19deg 7 17 R333+132 Area:Shop
30 Source 4 19deg 2 47 R333+132 Area:Deck
31 Source 4 19deg 6 48 R333+132 Area:Shop
32 Source 4 19deg 1 49 R333+132 Area:Deck
33 Source 4 19deg 0 50
AP #3 1 PAR 64 NSP 0 3
2 Source 4 19deg 0 4
3 PAR 64 NSP 0 3
4 Source 4 19deg 77 4 R90 G542 Tx:House
5 PAR 64 NSP 0 5
6 Source 4 19deg 0 6
7 Source 4 19deg 77 7 R90 G542 Tx:House
8 Source 4 19deg 0 9
9 Source 4 19deg 77 10 R90 G542 Tx:House
10 Source 4 19deg 0 12
11 Source 4 19deg 0 13
12 Source 4 19deg 77 15 R90 G542 Tx:House
13 Source 4 19deg 0 16
14 Source 4 19deg 77 18 R90 G542 Tx:House
15 Source 4 19deg 0 19
16 PAR 64 NSP 0 20
17 Source 4 19deg 77 21 R90 G542 Tx:House
18 PAR 64 NSP 0 22
19 Source 4 19deg 0 21
20 PAR 64 NSP 0 22
Apron 1 Source 4 19deg 90 n/c x:Conductor
Far Cove SL 1 Source 4 19deg 66 68 R99 G726 Tx:Skid
2 Source 4 26deg 28 75 L140 Fill:DeckC
3 Source 4 26deg 26 74 L140 Fill:ShopC
4 Source 4 26deg 24 70 R34 Fill:DeckW
5 Source 4 26deg 22 69 R34 Fill:ShopW
6 Source 4 26deg 66 68 R99 G726 Tx:Skid
7 Source 4 19deg 64 62 L140 G223 Tx:Blu
8 Source 4 19deg 64 61 L140 G223 Tx:Blu
9 Source 4 19deg 62 60 R90 G542 Tx:Finale
10 Source 4 19deg 62 59 R90 G542 Tx:Finale
Far Cove SR 1 Source 4 19deg 65 114 R99 G726 Tx:Skid
2 Source 4 26deg 27 106 L140 Fill:DeckC
3 Source 4 26deg 25 107 L140 Fill:ShopC
4 Source 4 26deg 23 111 R34 Fill:DeckW
5 Source 4 26deg 21 112 R34 Fill:ShopW
6 Source 4 26deg 65 113 R99 G726 Tx:Skid
7 Source 4 19deg 63 119 L140 G223 Tx:Blu
8 Source 4 19deg 63 120 L140 G223 Tx:Blu
9 Source 4 19deg 61 121 R90 G542 Tx:Finale
10 Source 4 19deg 61 122 R90 G542 Tx:Finale
Groundrow Cyc A1 Far Cyc 106 R349 GR:lav
A2 Far Cyc 105 L132HT GR:Blu
A3 Far Cyc 104 n/c GR:Wht
B1 Far Cyc 106 R349 GR:lav
B2 Far Cyc 105 L132HT GR:Blu
B3 Far Cyc 104 n/c GR:Wht
C1 Far Cyc 106 R349 GR:lav
C2 Far Cyc 105 L132HT GR:Blu
C3 Far Cyc 104 n/c GR:Wht
D1 Far Cyc 106 R349 GR:lav
D2 Far Cyc 105 L132HT GR:Blu
D3 Far Cyc 104 n/c GR:Wht
E1 Far Cyc 106 R349 GR:lav
E2 Far Cyc 105 L132HT GR:Blu
E3 Far Cyc 104 n/c GR:Wht
F1 Far Cyc 106 R349 GR:lav
F2 Far Cyc 105 L132HT GR:Blu
F3 Far Cyc 104 n/c GR:Wht
G1 Far Cyc 106 R349 GR:lav
G2 Far Cyc 105 L132HT GR:Blu
G3 Far Cyc 104 n/c GR:Wht
H1 Far Cyc 106 R349 GR:lav
H2 Far Cyc 105 L132HT GR:Blu
H3 Far Cyc 104 n/c GR:Wht
Groundrow DS A1 Altman R40 Strip 109 R49 FT:Lav
A2 Altman R40 Strip 108 L079HT FT:Blu
A3 Altman R40 Strip 107 n/c FT:Wht
B1 Altman R40 Strip 109 R49 FT:Lav
B2 Altman R40 Strip 108 L079HT FT:Blu
B3 Altman R40 Strip 107 n/c FT:Wht
C1 Altman R40 Strip 109 R49 FT:Lav
C2 Altman R40 Strip 108 L079HT FT:Blu
C3 Altman R40 Strip 107 n/c FT:Wht
D1 Altman R40 Strip 109 R49 FT:Lav
D2 Altman R40 Strip 108 L079HT FT:Blu
D3 Altman R40 Strip 107 n/c FT:Wht
Groundrow MS A1 Altman R40 Strip 111 n/c MS:Wht
A2 Altman R40 Strip 112 L079HT MS:Blu
A3 Altman R40 Strip 113 R49 MS:wht
B1 Altman R40 Strip 113 R49 MS:blu
B2 Altman R40 Strip 112 L079HT MS:Blu
B3 Altman R40 Strip 111 n/c MS:Wht
Groundrow US A1 Altman R40 Strip 114 n/c US:Wht
A2 Altman R40 Strip 115 L079HT US:Blu
A3 Altman R40 Strip 116 R49 US:Lav
B1 Altman R40 Strip 114 n/c US:Wht
B2 Altman R40 Strip 115 L079HT US:Blu
B3 Altman R40 Strip 116 R49 US:Lav
C1 Altman R40 Strip 116 R49 US:Lav
C2 Altman R40 Strip 115 L079HT US:Blu
C3 Altman R40 Strip 114 n/c US:Wht
D1 Altman R40 Strip 116 R49 US:Lav
D2 Altman R40 Strip 115 L079HT US:Blu
D3 Altman R40 Strip 114 n/c US:Wht
Near Cove SL 1 Source 4 26deg 0 140
2 Source 4 26deg 0 139
3 Source 4 26deg 0 138
4 Source 4 26deg 79 137 R90 G542 Tx:House
5 Source 4 26deg 79 136 R90 G542 Tx:House
6 Source 4 36deg 0 132
7 Source 4 36deg 0 131
8 Source 4 36deg 0 130
9 Source 4 36deg 0 129
10 Source 4 36deg 0 126
11 Source 4 36deg 0 125
Near Cove SR 1 Source 4 36deg 0 174
2 Source 4 36deg 0 175
3 Source 4 36deg 0 176
4 Source 4 36deg 0 177
5 Source 4 36deg 0 178
6 Source 4 36deg 0 179
7 Source 4 26deg 78 181 R90 G542 Tx:House
8 Source 4 26deg 78 182 R90 G542 Tx:House
9 Source 4 26deg 0 183
10 Source 4 26deg 0 184
11 Source 4 26deg 0 185
Scenery 1 Circuit 84 ~ Shop Clock
Appendix C – The United Kingdom Touring production of




Appendix D – Cornell College's production of Little Shop of
Horrors lighting plot and paperwork by Scott Olinger.

Appendix E – Stage Size Figures and Calculations
Stage Space Calculations.
All "Stage" figures in square meters and all "Full Space" figures in cubic meters.
Opera Spaces
Bayreuth Festspiele Royal Opera Metropolitan Opera
Stage 144 Stage 225 Stage 270.6025






PBK Churchill Theatre Cornell College MTW
Stage 90.1 Stage 104.07 Stage 120.4 Stage 241
Full Space 1865.07 Full Space Fly Tower Not Provided Full Space Fly Tower Not Provided Full Space Fly Tower Not Provided
Stage Space Average:
138.8925 Ratios: 14.9352
Full Space Average: Opera to Musical Theatre Stage Space 15.5448
1865.07 1.53500609 241.640807
Opera to Musical Theatre Full Space
4.138467689
Appendix F – MGM Touch Survey
Survey Question: 
 
If someone told you that your (area of specialty, i.e. dance, lighting, acting, etc.) needed 




Hannah Goldberg, Dance Minor, President Orchesis Dance Company -  
 
Well, if you said my piece needed an MGM touch, I would think it meant professional-
looking brighter colors. MGM makes me think of the old school movies (like "Wizard of 
Oz") and that makes me think of Technicolor and all the bright colors they used. 
 
 
Megan Behm, Theatre Major, President Alpha Psi Omega Theatre Honor Fraternity  –  
 
I would think glitz and glamour.  Old-style dance numbers, big step units, glittery and 
sleek costumes.  Big casts and bright colors.  That sort of thing.  
 
 
Steve Holliday, Associate Professor of Lighting Design –  
 
I associate MGM with big movie musicals, and then there's the lion.  More glitzy?  Big, 
sweeping gestural cues.  Huge stages with shiny floors and a lot of fixtures to make them 
sparkle. 
 
Francesca Chilcote, Theatre Major, President Theatre Student’s Association – 
 
Stylized and nostalgic for the 30s. 
 
Emily Inglis, Theatre Major, Scenic Designer for WMT’s Little Shop of Horrors –  
 
Something that was big, pink, sparkly and maybe overdone.  I would say it had a large 
budget, large audience and a sense of spectacle. 
 
Joan Gavaler, Professor, Department of Theatre Speech and Dance Department Chair 
 
It would be brighter, more of a spectacle, somewhat presentational.  It could also be 
flashy with the possibility for high energy effects. 
Appendix G – Production notes from The William and Mary
Theatre's Little Shop of Horrors.
Little Shop Production Journal
5/7/09 – Production Meeting
• Going for a darker version of the show rather than a cartooney one.
• Going to be a visible band on stage as a part of the action of the show
• Primary source of color from the costuming rather than from the scenery
• Early 1960's setting
• Little technology in the world as a part of the poverty of their situation.
• Some progression towards growing prosperity
• Looking for commentary on human nature.
5/14/09 – Script Notes
• Wants some level of realism as a base
• Doesn't really call for much of anything specifically in terms of lighting.
• Some level of isolation is necessary.
• Differentiation probably needed between the exteriors and interior spaces.
• How do the changes in their situation affect their surroundings?
• Very large differences in mood over the course of the show.
9/2/09 – Emily Meeting
• Forcing sightings up and back to emphasize depth
• maybe adding a streetlight?
• 2 major scenic units, flower shop and a tenement with stoop
• Looking to emphasize the urban nature of the setting
◦ Some sort of cityscape?
• Cyc comes and goes.
• Some sort of pit extension/apron cover will be used.
• What about the shop window? Some sort of frost on it?
9/3/09 – More Notes
• how much of “theatrical event” is the prologue
◦ is it a completely separate feel from the rest of the “show”?
• A motivational light source on stage would be awesome for both interior and exterior scenes
• How do I control light from the orchestra spilling on the stage
9/9/09 – Production Meeting
• Sound Techs Nov. 5 rest 6-8 dress 9-12
• do we need quick change spaces lit?
• Somewhere That's Green should be a very open and pretty feeling
• Motorcycle headlight?
• All the time outside of reality doesn't need motivation in light
• 4 band members
• there will be a shade to cover the flower shop window
9/11/09 – Meeting with Christopher
• Try to boost the colors of Twoey and muting the other flowers in the shop
• looking for emphasis on the length of the alleyway.
• Sense that the Ronnettes are always “on stage”
• Audrey's entrance before her death could have the feeling of being lit entirely by the refrigerator 
in the shop.
• Early shop feels like it is lit by a single overhead fluorescent light and then they get some nicer 
more localized lights as the shop improves (it also has a progression from fluorescent to 
standard incandescent).
10/7/09 – Production Meeting
• Sound tech now a day sooner Friday will now be a full run day
• 10/16 will be Act I run
• gary may have an entrance up to the band at the top of the show.
• Seymour will be wearing a baseball cap for some scenes
• The Ronnettes will climb up the ladder during some scenes
• Windows will get cleaned during the action of the show
• Refrigerator cabinet will be highlighted during “closed for renovations”
• whenever the shop is “closed” the shade will be pulled down on the window.
• Dentist platform was enlarged to 5x8
• there will be 2 or 3 pictures taken
• Orchestra now 5 members
• There will be a curtain speech
10/13/09 – 10/15/09 – Cuing Notes
• Certain level of alternation of looks between songs and book scenes
• Alternation also between isolation and full stage feelings
• General progression of color and intensity through show.
• Need to think about where cyc comes and goes and what role it really plays throughout the 
show
• Need to think about where movers feature and what they serve to do.
10/16/09 – Act 1 Run →Act 1 Stumble through Notes
Prologue/1.1
Music starts in Black Out
Need ladder lights at beginning
Bottom of p. 18: Giant chasm in middle of stage
Need Q on p. 21: pull out bench
GO on Chris’s exit
Concept question: What is the world inside this house?
Need an eclipse
Special on seat for plant
1.2
Very beginning, Mushnik goes way US
After Mushnik exit no more follow spots
Audrey’s entrance: from Cove or DSL? – see notes
Concept question: How to separate Audrey from rest of group while talking about dream 
house?
Concept question:  How to shape Audrey during song? Back Diags?
1.3
Need puppet special – pops up in button of song
Angela on stoop since beginning of scene
Work light specials are already here
Light needed for Mushnik – marked on 1.3 graph as circle
Follow Spot cluster-f*** coming through door to shop with Mushnik and Seymour
Q wanted every time plant speaks
Song here is 180% about plant
Make sure area F covers US and SR of steps
1.4
Going to have to be 2 areas
*notes for SM/Director
Need blocking of all flashes (mainly camera) that occur
In 1.2, does Audrey enter from Cove or DSL?
How much transition is there before and after “closed for renovations”?
How does that revolve happen?
How tall is worktable? Chest height?
10/22/09 – Act 2 Run → Act 2 Stumble Through Notes
2.0
J – Follow spot cluster F*** if used here: lots and lots of crossing
2.1
Concept Question – What cyc color to use for “Suddenly Seymour” ?
Split Follow spot ops on song – approx 2 lines into Audrey singing
Concept Question – What happens in shop during “Suddenly Seymour” ?
Surreal Plant – during discovery of dentist uniform song
Trio enters on “World will be yours”
2.2
Concept Question – p.81 – Seymour starts singing: What to do here?
2.3
Concept Question – Want flashes for thunder?
Answer: Yes. Talk with Christy
J – Audrey entrance – crosses entire DS – problem?
Seymour doesn’t turn off lights as leaves shop: change?
Answer: Changed so he switches out lights as he leaves.
Concept Question – Need to think about Follow spot colors
Concept Question – Cheat on fridge lights? Back light system?
Concept Question – How surreal is Audrey singing to Seymour while dying?
Need front of work table pool
Seymour helping Audrey not closing
Audrey fed to plant
Concept Question – Need better solution for outside door
Concept Question – How to “dawn” shop?
Need focus point move to where hatchet lands
Concept Question – One of Trio steps out of shop – How to blend?
Concept Question – How much of house to incorporate for when everyone comes onstage?
Answer: Yes. 
For final shot: 1 Rev per 2 people onstage – cross focused
10/26/09 – Run
• Check placements and lights on trash cans and ladder
• See how long voice over recordings are
• p.16 cuing needs to be checked
• “Downtown” cue structure may need to be changed
• Check front lights in alley
• Need to move the flash cannon to over the alley
• p.35-38 cuing changes
• stand lights need to be addressed, gelled, dimmed something.
• Have scenery system.
• No red on the plant until he begins to talk
• Dentists's area needs to be doubled.
• Typewrighter scene → starts at like 10PM and progresses towards dawn
10/28/09 – Production Meeting
• Plant will be in tomorrow
• There will be a photo shoot in the studio at 4:30 on friday: need to have something up for that.
• Cityscape will have all the same gobo like Idea 2
• Paper tech is 11/6 @ 9AM and 11/7 @ 11 AM
• Full run tuesday @ 7:30 on stage.
10/23/09 – 10/27/09 – Plotting Notes
• Running out of hanging positions for lights, going to make focus interesting.
• I have plenty of available circuits 
• going to be interesting to focus lights over shop and to get to the side lights on the alley way.
11/7/09 – Tech (Omitting Cueing Notes)
• Downtown needs less focus DS in second half
• Seymour's glasses are making it very hard to see his eyes from reflections
• Try to do more with the Cyc (can be more intense than it is at times)
• Fix the Eclipse
• Add Revolution to the end of Somewhere That's Green to highlight.
• Change the backlight color in shop after closed for renovations
• Need to choose a new frontal Amber for exterior spaces change to L117 (from L744)
• Dentist Office needs more intensity at beginning but keep building balance
• Balance intensity & look of Coda from Ethel to Stoop.
11/8/09 – Tech (Again omitting cue notes)
• Investigate blue gel options for Gary.
• Suddenly Semour → She never leaves DS areas
• Need to 2-fer channels 104 & 105 and 114 & 115 to add 2 more specials on FOH 2 for trash 
cans
• Need to check time of day through show
• Followspots need to go out and up when people pass out the door of the shop.
• Need to rehang the sunrise lights → window/wall just not working.
• Add cues for each “city” in the finale
• Need to figure out ways to decrease light when characters are eaten to cover the structure of the 
plant
• Audrey's re-entrance before sominex is the story at that point.
• Change front warms to R04.
• Change shop front warms to R305
11/9/09 – Tech Run
• Need to see if I can balance the scenery scrapes/texture lights for preshow.
• Fix flashes and gel flash cannon with R02
• Talk to Zach A. about the Motorcycle light that he's carrying.
• Need to add drama to seymour's death
• Maybe have a tail light for motorcycle leaving?
• Add more to eclipse
• Make somewhere that's green prettier → less harsh
• Make sure refrigerator light doesnt go off after closed for renovation
• Add R26 to the trashcan light SL
• Make the “zombie girls” more dramatic
• Add to the break with reality for Seymour's inner monologue in Meek
◦ The girls re-entrance needs to be more of a “nighclub” feeling
• Make the finale more scary and less comedic
• Rework followspot cuing for 1 followspot only → second spot not adding anything to the 
overall look of the show.
◦ Change gelling of the remaining followspot to increase intensity
• Move Front Lavs (L704) To shop sides and change for R54 as fronts.
11/10/09 – Dress
• Add some band light to preshow look
• Dentist lights getting a little green and a little cold → add R33 with current color
• Change backlight color in Mushnik and Son it looks mushy now.
• Add band to Coda
• Check all transition cues → fade times are all a bit awkward.
• Somewhere thats Green Reprise just lacking anything significant.
• Work on tracking of practicals with time of day
• Find some way to isolate Audrey at the end of Downtown → add revolution to it?
• Pull down cyc throughout Suddenly Seymour
• Need more separation to the end of meek
• Add something to light Mushnick's picture after his death
• Find more difference between “city” looks in the finale.
• Pick a different backlight for Meek it lacks definition.
• Change out front warms to G842
• Cutting the Dentist Back Diag system, use regular back lights.
11/11/09 – Dress
• See if there is a way to highlight Audrey's Black Eye some more at the top of the show.
• Mushnick and Son still too dark.
• Still need to revisit suppertime and Seymour's death
• Dentist Office too dark throughout
• Less intensity in the Coda and more drama.
• Need more light on the typewriter
• Don't have cityscape up on cyc without color behind it.
• Feed Me is a bit flat.
• Re-check practical tracking through show and pull back intensity of them in most places.
• Is there someway to light the sign on the window in preshow?
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